West Bloomfield Parks & Recreation is neither licensed nor staffed to accept injured or orphaned animals. However, listed below, are a variety of sources that may be of help to you.

- The Michigan Department of Natural Resources lists all of the licensed rehabilitators throughout Michigan. Please note the type of animal you have concern for and the rehabilitator that is licensed in that specific animal group.
- Howell Nature Center Wildlife Infirmary 517-548-5530
- Michigan Humane Society Wildlife Department 248-852-7420 ext.224
- Critter Catchers Inc. (for bat removal and animal control solutions) 248-432-2712

***Please note that in most cases baby animals should be left alone. If you have questions about whether an animal needs your help or not please contact the above resources, or our Naturalist at 248-541-1900, before approaching or handling the animal. Remember, only a licensed rehabilitator is authorized to care for injured or orphaned wildlife. Thank you for your care and concern!